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This month the ACEIT 8.1-001 Hotfix Release and current training offerings.

ACEIT Training

Training Spotlight

Don't miss out on your opportunity to take an ACEIT training class to improve your cost
estimating skills!

-ACEIT for Model Builders - August 15-18, 2023 (registration deadline 8/3/23)
-Power Analytics for DoD Cost Analysis - September 26-27, 2023 (registration
deadline 9/14/23)

Register today!
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ACEIT 8.1-001 Hotfix Release Available!

The latest version of ACEIT 8.1 (build 91.5) is now available for download on ACEIT.com!

The 8.1-001 Hotfix release addresses known issues, including:
      -POST doesn't recognized .acem Summary Sections or Summary Result Types
      -ACE row cut + paste results in documentation lost in certain scenarios
      -Custom Tables in the ACEIT Librarian were being deleted after editing other tables

ACEIT 8.1.91.0 is available for download in two different ways:
   -   The full production install includes all features present in ACEIT 8.1 Production Release
as well fixes for additional issues.
   -   The hotfix.exe includes only the hotfix files and can only be installed on machines that
already have the full production install of ACEIT 8.1.91.0. (NOTE: If you do not ACEIT
8.1.91.0 and want to install the update, use the full production install instead of the
hotfix.exe.)

A full list of resolved issues can be found in the Hotfix Release Notes, available on the
download pages.

Please contact ACEIT_Support@Tecolote.com with any questions. 

https://aceit.com/
https://aceit.com/user-resources/downloads/production-software/lists/production-software/147e22a1-dd0b-4c8e-bd56-c2791ff25326
https://aceit.com/user-resources/downloads/hotfixes/lists/software-patches/931d961f-10dd-41d5-a95e-38f79f9dfcce
mailto:ACEIT_Support@Tecolote.com


Visit our website for class description details to enroll
online: https://www.aceit.com/training-center/training-schedule. Click the options below
to see schedules and register for our upcoming training opportunities. For questions,
contact ACEIT_Train@Tecolote.com.
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